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1. INTRODUCTION
For a category of models  of a Gabriel–Ulmer theory , as in [G&U],
there has been considerable interest in expressing properties of  pre-
cisely in terms of . In a sense, categories of models, being categories
1 The authors gratefully acknowledge ﬁnancial support from the Italian CNR and the
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of very well-behaved structures and homomorphisms between them, are
very much the categories at which traditional category theory was aimed.
There are many familiar properties that one might ask such  to posess,
and Gabriel–Ulmer duality assures us that each has a counterpart in the
corresponding . Since such a  at once is but a small part of  and
yet completely determines  we sense that a property of models when
translated to its theory yields a “concentrated” form of the property in
question.
A few examples should clarify the programme. In [A&P] Ada´mek and
Porst characterized those theories whose models form quasivarieties as
being the ﬁnitely cocomplete categories which have enough regular pro-
jectives. In [CPR] exactness of a category of models is characterized by
what was called “proexactness” of the theory. (The condition is quite tech-
nical.) In [C&P] the Mal’cev property for a variety is discussed. Since any
variety is a category of models it seems natural to try to characterize theo-
ries of varieties. (Throughout we understand “varieties” in the ﬁnitary but
possibly multi-sorted sense.)
Already the last paragraph provides one answer to the question because
varieties are precisely the exact quasivarieties. However, there is a neater
description. The central result of this paper is that those Gabriel–Ulmer
theories whose models form a variety are precisely the ﬁnitely cocom-
plete categories having enough effective projectives, where an object E
is an effective projective if (E,—) preserves coequalizers of reﬂexive
graphs.
We are led to this by the realization that theories of varieties are those
ﬁnitely cocomplete categories which appear as coequalizer completions
of categories with ﬁnite sums. Close examination of coequalizer com-
pletions leads us to the conceptual property of having enough effective
projectives.
An explicit description of the coequalizer completion of a category with
ﬁnite sums is often attributed to A. M. Pitts, who did not publish it, how-
ever. The construction became in some sense folklore but has appeared in
[B&C]. In Section 2 we recall what we need of it and establish a key dia-
grammatic result about the nature of coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs in a
coequalizer completion category.
In Section 3 we formally deﬁne effectively projective objects and prove
that a ﬁnitely cocomplete category has enough of them precisely if it is
a coequalizer completion. A number of biequivalences and biadjunctions
are also established for the 2-categories of syntactic objects and homomor-
phisms between them that have arisen thus far in the paper. Our general
reference for 2-categorical and bicategorical terminology is [K&S].
A very brief account of the dualities of Gabriel and Ulmer and of
Ada´mek and Rosicky´ is given at the beginning of Section 4 so that we
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can apply our syntactic results and characterize the theories of varieties.
The bicategorical methodology we have used throughout provides us with
considerably more information and in particular we are able to exhibit the
2-category of varieties as a bireﬂective sub-2-category of the 2-category of
locally ﬁnitely presentable categories. Finally in this section we are able
to show that arrows between varieties necessarily preserve coequalizers of
reﬂexive graphs.
2. THE COEQUALIZER COMPLETION OF A
CATEGORY WITH FINITE SUMS
2.1. For a category  with ﬁnite sums, Pitts constructed a category  with
ﬁnite colimits and a ﬁnite-sum-preserving functor I  ∼−→ , bi-universal
with these properties with respect to colex functors. More precisely, if we
write ﬁsum for the 2-category of essentially small categories with ﬁnite
sums, ﬁnite-sum-preserving functors, and natural transformations and colex
for the 2-category of essentially small categories with ﬁnite colimits, ﬁnite-
colimit-preserving functors, and natural transformations, then composition
with I provides an equivalence of categories colex ∼−→ ﬁsum.
Said otherwise, Pitts’ construction is left biadjoint to the inclusion of colex
in ﬁsum.
2.2. We recall that the objects of  are reﬂexive graphs in , a typical
one denoted by X being
In dealing with a graph X it is convenient to deﬁne a binary relation on
parallel arrows with codomain X0. For vw T −→−→X0 we say that v→Xw
if and only if there exists an arrow e T−→X1 with sXe = v and tXe = w.
We write ←X for the relation opposite to →X , so that we have v←Xw if
and only if w→Xv. Of course →X is reﬂexive as a relation precisely when
X is reﬂexive as a graph. We deﬁne ∼X to be the equivalence relation
generated by →X . Observe that for reﬂexive X, we have v ∼X w if and
only if there exist a natural number n ≥ 1 and 2n arrows ei T−→X1
witnessing
v←Xu1→Xu2←Xu3→Xu4 · · ·←Xu2n−1→Xw
where the ui T−→X0 are then given by u1 = sXe1 = sXe2, u2 = tXe2 =
tXe3, and so on. For reﬂexive graphs X and A in , a premorphism from X
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to A is deﬁned to be an arrow f0 X0−→A0 in  satisfying f0sX ∼A f0tX .
Finally an arrow f  X−→A in  is deﬁned to be an equivalence class, with
respect to ∼A, of premorphisms from X to A.
2.3. To see that the deﬁnitions above, together with the obvious com-
position and identities, actually provide a category it is helpful to concen-
trate ﬁrst on reﬂexive graphs and premorphisms. In essence a premorphism
from X to A is a “function” f0 from the “vertices” of X to those of A with
the property that if there exists an “edge” from v to w in X then there
exists a “path” from f0v to f0w in A. Since a path of paths gives rise to a
path, the composite in  of composable premorphisms is again a premor-
phism. Since an edge gives rise to a path, identities in  are premorphisms.
Write ˜ for this category of reﬂexive graphs and premorphisms. In fact ˜
together with the ∼X of 2.2 can be regarded as a category with a congru-
ence, ∼, as deﬁned in [MAC]. Then  = ˜/∼. Guided by the heuristics
set off in quotation marks it is easy to formalize and prove all these asser-
tions. (A 2-category theorist might see ˜ as a 2-category, where the 2-cells
are provided by instances of the ∼X . Then  = π∗0 ˜, where π0 cat−→set
is the monoidal “connected components” functor and π∗0  2-cat−→cat is
the resulting 2-functor. But this remark actually applies to any quotient
category in the sense of [MAC].)
2.4. It is clear that any object C in  gives rise to a discrete reﬂexive
graph
1C
1CC C1C
,
which we call IC. For any reﬂexive graph A, arrows from C to A0 are
precisely premorphisms from IC to A. Since −0 is a functor ˜−→, this
observation shows that I extends to a fully faithful left adjoint to −0.
However, we will henceforth reserve I for the composite −→˜−→, the
second factor being the quotient functor. Since no identiﬁcations are made
by ˜−→ on hom-sets of the form ˜A IC, it follows that I −→ is
also fully faithful. There may be some interest in further study of ˜ — for
example if  has binary products then −0 ˜−→ has a right adjoint —
but we do not pursue it here.
2.5. Writing 0 for the initial object of , we see that the discrete reﬂexive
graph on 0 is initial in both ˜ and . Given reﬂexive graphs X and Y we
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deﬁne X + Y to be
sX +sY
rX +rY
tX +tY
,X1+Y1 X0+Y0
where + denotes sum in . The injections X0−→X0 + Y0←−Y0 are pre-
morphisms X−→X +Y←−Y because sums are functorial, so taking equiv-
alence classes we have arrows X−→X +Y←−Y in . It is easy to see that
we have indeed ﬁrst constructed a sum in ˜ and then a sum in . By
construction, −→˜ and ˜−→ preserve ﬁnite sums and hence so does
I −→.
2.6. To see that  has coequalizers, consider the diagram
where i in the bottom row is a sum injection. The right component is a dia-
gram in , the left a diagram in  that represents it. We assert here that
the coequalizer, Q, of a parallel pair f , g in , represented by premor-
phisms f0 and g0, is the reﬂexive graph displayed in the bottom row of the
left component. To establish this one has to begin by checking that 1X0 is a
premorphism from graph X to graph Q. In other words, one has to show
that sX ∼Q tX as described in 2.2. But sX→QtX is witnessed directly by the
sum injection X1−→X1 +Y0. The reader is advised to ﬁnish the calculation
in order to get a feeling for computation in .
2.7. The reﬂexive graph X gives rise to a (reﬂexive) parallel pair
IsX ItX  IX1−→IX0 in , which according to 2.6 has a coequalizer. The
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general coequalizer simpliﬁes and we have
The column above suggests that we redraw the diagram of 2.6, entirely in
, as
with the rows being coequalizers of the kind in the right component of the
previous diagram. Moreover, the squares so formed do commute. For to
assert that fqY = qXIf0 IY0−→X, say, is to assert that they are the same
∼X -equivalence class. But qY and qX are each represented by identities; we
were given f0 as a representative of f , while f0 is the unique representative
of If0. Since I is fully faithful, it is helpful to suppress I in diagrams such
as that above. It will always be clear which objects, if any, are discrete, that
is to say, in the image of I. However, the following lemma and its corollary
are worth stating to avoid possible confusion between the roles played by
certain arrows.
2.8. Lemma. For a reﬂexive graph X = sX tX  X1 −→←−−→X0  rX in  and
arrows vw T−→X0 in , v ∼X w if and only if in  qXIv = qXIw.
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Proof. We have qXIv = qXIw IT−→X if and only if the premorphisms
from IT to X which represent them, namely 1X0v 1X0w T−→X0, are ∼X-
equivalent, if and only if v ∼X w.
2.9. Corollary. A pair of premorphisms from Y to X given by
f0 f
′
0 Y0−→X0 in  represent the same arrow from Y to X in  if
and only if qXIf0 = qXIf ′0.
2.10. Now consider a reﬂexive graph in  and its coequalizer according to
2.6. Following the considerations of 2.7 we redraw it (suppressing instances
of I), together with a representing arrow r0 for the reﬂexivity arrow r, and
a certain oblique arrow o, as follows:
From the reﬂexivity equations (fr = 1X = gr) we get qXf0r0 = qX = qXg0r0
(but not, in general, reﬂexivity for the representing graph given by f0 and
g0). We deﬁne the oblique arrow to be o = r0sX  1Y0 X1 + Y0−→Y0.
2.11. Lemma. In the diagram above,
(i) fqYo = qXsX  f0,
(ii) gqYo = qXtX  g0.
Proof. For (i) we have
fqYo = fqY r0sX  1Y0 = qXf0r0sX  1Y0 = qXf0r0sX  qXf0
= qXsX  qXf0 = qXsX  f0
and for (ii)
gqYo = qXg0r0sX  1Y0 = qXg0r0sX  qXg0 = qXsX  qXg0
= qXtX  qXg0 = qXtX  g0
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2.12. Remark. We could have deﬁned the oblique arrow to be r0tX 
1Y0 X1 +Y0−→Y0 and still obtained Lemma 2.11. In any event, the equa-
tions suggest a diagram lemma that greatly simpliﬁes a central consideration
in the next section.
2.13. Lemma. In any category, if in the diagram
(i) the trapezoid commutes serially (that is, fm = xa and gm = xb),
(ii) the triangle and the column fork commute,
(iii) x is an epimorphism, and
(iv) the row is a coequalizer,
then the column is a coequalizer.
Proof. Let s X−→T be an arrow that coequalizes f and g. Then sxa =
sfm = sgm = sxb. Since z is the coequalizer of a and b there exists an
arrow t Q−→T uniquely satisfying tz = sx. From the latter we get tqx = sx
and then tq = s, since x is an epimorphism. If t ′q = s then t ′qx = sx and
hence t ′z = sx, from which we conclude that t ′ = t.
2.14. Corollary. Any functor F with domain  that preserves the row
coequalizers of the diagram in 2.10 also preserves the column coequalizer.
Proof. We have only to take FqY Fo = m, FsX  f0 = a, and so on, in
Lemma 2.13 and recall that any coequalizer is an epimorphism.
3. EFFECTIVE PROJECTIVES
The signiﬁcance of coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs has been known for
a long time. However, we do not know of an earlier appearance of the next
deﬁnition.
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3.1. Deﬁnition. An object D in a category  is said to be an effec-
tively projective object, or simply an effective projective, if D− preserves
coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs.
3.2. To understand the condition consider the coequalizer of a reﬂex-
ive graph
sX 
rX qX 
tX 
X1 X0 X
in . To say that it is preserved by D− is to say that for any arrow
x:D−→X there exists an arrow v:D−→X0 with qXv = x and for any pair
vw:D−→X0 with qXv = qXw we have v ∼X w. If  has ﬁnite colim-
its then any regular epimorphism can be expressed as a coequalizer of a
reﬂexive graph, so in this case every effective projective is projective.
3.3. Proposition. The effective projectives of a category are closed with
respect to ﬁnite sums and retracts.
Proof. It is easy to see that an initial object is effective projective and
that a retract of an effective projective is effective projective. A binary sum
of effective projectives is effective projective since binary products commute
with reﬂexive coequalizers in the category of sets.
3.4. Remark. Unlike the case for (ordinary) projectives, an arbitrary sum
of effective projectives is not necessarily effective projective. For example,
in the category of sets every object is projective, while the effective projec-
tives are precisely the ﬁnite sets.
3.5. Proposition. For any category  with ﬁnite sums, the objects in 
of the form IC, for C in , are effectively projective.
Proof. As before we write C for IC. We are to show that C− pre-
serves general reﬂexive coequalizers, as in the column in 2.10. But by Corol-
lary 2.14 it sufﬁces to show that C− preserves the special coequalizers
of the ﬁrst diagram in 2.7. Any arrow x C−→X is represented by some
arrow v C−→X0 and by Lemma 2.8, if qXv = qXw then v ∼X w.
3.6. Deﬁnition. A category  is said to have enough effective projectives
if for every D in  there exists an arrow e E−→D in , with e a regular
epimorphism and E an effective projective.
3.7. Proposition. If a category has enough effective projectives then any
projective is effective projective.
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Proof. If the object D in the deﬁnition above should happen to be pro-
jective, then lifting the identity 1D D−→D through e exhibits D as a retract
of the effective projective E and D is then an effective projective by Propo-
sition 3.3.
3.8. Remark. Proposition 3.7 probably sheds some light on why the con-
cept of effective projective has not emerged forcefully before. Note too that
when dealing with categories that have enough effective projectives we can
simplify our vocabulary somewhat. For example, if  and  are such then
to say that a functor F  −→ sends projectives to projectives is to say
that F sends effective projectives to effective projectives—a condition that
will be used later.
3.9. Lemma. A category  with ﬁnite colimits has enough effective
projectives if and only for every D in  there exist a reﬂexive graph
sD tD D1 −→←−−→D0 rD, with D0 and D1 effective projectives, and an
arrow qD D0−→D which is a coequalizer of sD and tD.
Proof. The “if” part is trivial so assume that  has enough effective
projectives and D is an object in . We have some regular epimorphism
qD D0−→D, with D0 an effective projective, which we can assume to be
the coequalizer of some pair f g E−→−→D0. But now we also have a regular
epimorphism q P−→E with P an effective projective and qD is then also
the coequalizer of fq and gq. Finally, since effective projectives are closed
under ﬁnite sums as noted in 3.3, we can deﬁne D1 to be P + D0 and
construct the required reﬂexive graph.
3.10. Theorem. For a category  with ﬁnite colimits, the following are
equivalent:
(i)  is equivalent to the coequalizer completion of the full subcategory
determined by the effective projectives;
(ii)  is equivalent to the coequalizer completion of a category with
ﬁnite sums;
(iii)  has enough effective projectives.
Proof. Trivially (i) implies (ii). That (ii) implies (iii) follows from Propo-
sition 3.5 together with the fact that every object X = sX tX  X1 −→←−−→X0 
rX in  is the coequalizer of IsX and ItX , as in 2.7.
So given a category  with ﬁnite colimits and enough effective projec-
tives, let J −→ denote the inclusion functor, where  is the full sub-
category of  determined by the effective projectives. By Proposition 3.3
 has ﬁnite sums, whereupon  is deﬁned and according to 2.1 we have
a functor H −→ with the composite HI −→ isomorphic to the
inclusion J. For each object D, use Lemma 3.9 to choose a reﬂexive graph
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sD tD D1 −→←−−→D0  rD in  and an arrow qD D0−→D which is a coequal-
izer of sD and tD. Deﬁne KD = rD sD tD D1−→D0. For any arrow
d D−→D′ in , the composite dqD D0−→D′ has for its domain an effec-
tive projective and for its codomain a coequalizer of a reﬂexive graph. Thus
this composite gives rise to an arrow d0 D0−→D′0 with qD′d0 = dqD. It fol-
lows that qD′d0 coequalizes sD and tD. From the deﬁnition of effective pro-
jective this means that the arrows d0sD and d0tD are equivalent with respect
to the equivalence relation ∼KD′ . It follows that d0 D0−→D′0 is a premor-
phism from KD to KD′. We deﬁne Kd to be the ∼KD′ -equivalence class of
d0 and this is independent of the choice of d0 made as above. The deﬁni-
tions provide a functor K −→ . For each D in , HKD is a coequalizer
in  of HIsDHItD HID1−→HID0. Since HI is isomorphic to the inclu-
sion J, we have an isomorphism HKD −→ D, natural in D, thus providing
HK −→ 1. To give an isomorphism KH −→ 1 is, by the universal prop-
erty of  given in 2.1, to give an isomorphism KHI −→ I, which in turn
is to give an isomorphism KJ −→ I. But we have this since any effective
projective P admits 1 1 P −→←−−→ P  1 as a reﬂexive graph satisfying the
requirements of Lemma 3.9.
Write  for the full subategory of  determined by the effective
projectives.
3.11. Corollary. For any category  with ﬁnite sums,  ∼−→ .
Since idempotents split in  the last corollary suggests the next result,
where we write  for the idempotent-splitting completion of a cate-
gory .
3.12. Proposition. For any category  with ﬁnite sums,  ∼−→ .
Proof. We have a functor −→, since by 3.5 the functor I C−→
so factorizes, and since idempotents split in  we have a functor
−→. To see that it is an equivalence we have only to show that
any effective projective in  is a retract in  of an object in the image
of I. But if an effective projective E is the coequalizer in  of a reﬂexive
graph sE tE E1 −→←−−→ E0  rE in , then preservation of this coequalizer
by E− ensures that E0−→E is a split epimorphism.
3.13. Write colep for the locally full sub-2-category of colex determined
by the categories with enough effective projectives and the functors which
send (effective) projectives to (effective) projectives. (The signiﬁcance of
this 2-category will become clear in the next section.) Write ﬁssi for the
full sub-2-category of ﬁsum determined by the categories with splitting of
idempotents.
3.14. Proposition. The − construction provides a biequivalence
ﬁssi−→colep.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.3 the objects of colep are all
equivalent to those of the form , for  with ﬁnite sums and splitting of
idempotents. By deﬁnition, the arrows of colep are of the form
with G colex and F necessarily sum preserving. By 2.1 it follows that G is
F .
3.15. A category  with ﬁnite sums is ﬁnitely cocomplete if and only if
it has coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs and this is the case if and only if the
functor I has a left adjoint. For a ﬁnitely complete  we will write Q for
the left adjoint to I.
3.16. Proposition. For  ﬁnitely cocomplete and  ﬁnitely cocomplete
with enough effective projectives, composition with Q provides an equivalence
of categories
colex ∼←− colep
and thus the − construction is right biadjoint to the inclusion of colep
in colex.
Proof. We will just point out that an inverse to composing with Q is
given by sending a colex functor F  −→ to FJK, where J −→
is, as before, the inclusion and K is the equivalence  ∼−→  ensured
by Theorem 3.10.
We emphasized the sense of the biadjoint in Proposition 3.16 because we
will refer to it later.
4. THEORIES
4.1. We will recall just what we need of Gabriel–Ulmer duality to ﬁx our
notation. To say that a locally small category  is locally ﬁnitely presentable
is to say that  is small cocomplete and admits a small set  of ﬁnitely
presentable objects such that any object of  is a ﬁltered colimit of objects
of  . It follows that the full subcategory of ﬁnitely presentable objects—
called the theory of  and denoted here by thy—is essentially small.
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The category thy is closed with respect to ﬁnite colimits in  and hence
is ﬁnitely cocomplete.
For any object  of colex we write sem for the category LEXop,
set of ﬁnite-limit-preserving functors and all natural transformations from
op to set, the category of small sets. The category sem is locally ﬁnitely
presentable. For any  in colex and any locally ﬁnitely presentable  there
are equivalences
 ∼−→ semthy and thysem ∼−→ 
the Gabriel–Ulmer equivalences, and we follow [A&P] in making these
homomorphic.
We write LFP for the 2-category of locally ﬁnitely presentable categories,
functors preserving small limits and ﬁltered colimits, and natural trans-
formations. It is clear that LEX−op set can at least be seen as a 2-
functor with codomain a 2-category of categories. Since, for a colex functor
F  −→,
LEXFop set LEXop set−→LEXop set
is an arrow in LFP, we can use sem = LEX−op set to deﬁne a 2-functor
sem colexcoop−→LFP.
An arrow T  −→ in LFP seen merely as a functor has a left
adjoint, S −→ say, which necessarily sends ﬁnitely presentable
objects to ﬁnitely presentable objects. Given T as above we deﬁne
thyT  thy−→thy to be the restriction of S and observe that
it preserves ﬁnite colimits. Of course this does require that we make
some deﬁnite choice for S—or at least of its values on ﬁnitely presentable
objects. Without further comment we assume such choices made for all T
in LFP. Observe that a natural transformation T−→T ′ has a unique mate
S′−→S, in the sense of [K&S], with respect to the adjunctions S  T and
S′  T ′. For t T−→T ′ in LFP we deﬁne thyt thyT ′−→thyT  to be
the restriction of the mate, well deﬁned since thy is full in  .
The deﬁnitions of the last paragraph can be extended canonically to
obtain a homomorphism of bicategories thy LFP−→colexcoop. Moreover, it
can be shown to be a biequivalence, left biadjoint to sem colexcoop−→LFP,
with the biequivalence given by the Gabriel–Ulmer equivalences above.
Standard references for Gabriel–Ulmer theory, but without our present
need for a 2-dimensional account, include [G&U, A&R]. In addition to
[A&P], [M&P] provides a 2-categorical account and both note that there is
an equivalence of homorphisms thy−  LFP− setop. To see this one
has only to make the observation that thyset is the category of ﬁnite
sets, which in turn is the “free” colex object on the category with a single
arrow, 1.
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4.2. What might be called Ada´mek–Rosicky´ duality, but which at this
writing seems not yet to be in print, concerns a similar theory for “varieties”
that is closer to Lawvere’s original ideas in [LAW]. Here we understand a
variety  in the multi-sorted, ﬁnitary sense, meaning that  is equivalent
to the category of algebras for a ﬁnitary monad on a discrete power of set.
The full subcategory of ﬁnitely presentable projective objects—called here
the L-theory of  and denoted by thyL —is essentially small and closed
with respect to ﬁnite sums and retracts in  .
For any object  in ﬁssi we write semL for the category CTNop
set of Cartesian functors, that is to say, ﬁnite-product-preserving functors,
from op to set. The category semL is a variety. For any  in ﬁssi and
any variety  there are equivalences
 ∼−→ semLthyL  and thyLsemL ∼−→ 
which we will call the Ada´mek–Rosicky´ equivalences.
We write VAR for the 2-category of varieties, functors preserving small
limits, ﬁltered colimits, and regular epimorphisms, and natural transforma-
tions. The evidently 2-functorial construction CTN−op set takes values
in VAR and we take it as our deﬁnition of semL  ﬁssicoop−→VAR.
An arrow T   −→	 in VAR seen merely as a functor has a left adjoint,
S 	−→ say, which necessarily sends ﬁnitely presentable projectives to
ﬁnitely presentable projectives. (The “projective” condition in this context
is equivalent to T preserving regular epimorphisms, a matter on which we
beneﬁtted from private communications with Aurelio Carboni.) Given T as
above we deﬁne thyLT  thyL	 −→thyL  to be the restriction of S
and observe that it preserves ﬁnite sums. As in 4.1, thyLT  does involve
a choice among all possible isomorphic values for a left adjoint to T on
at least the ﬁnitely presentable projectives and we assume all such choices
have been made. For t  T−→T ′, thyLt  thyLT ′−→thyLT  is again
deﬁned to be the restriction of the mate of t.
Similarly, to the case in 4.1, the deﬁnitions extend canonically to provide
a homomorphism of bicategories thyL VAR−→ﬁssicoop. It can be shown to
be a biequivalence, left biadjoint to semL ﬁssicoop−→VAR, with the biequiv-
alence given by the Ada´mek–Rosicky´ equivalences above. It is interesting
to note here that we have an equivalence of homomorphisms thyL− 
VAR− setop. To see this observe that thyLset is, like thyset, the cat-
egory of ﬁnite sets—the “free” category with ﬁnite sums on 1.
4.3. Any variety is locally ﬁnitely presentable and from the deﬁnitions
given, VAR is a sub-2-category of LFP, apparently non-full. Recall that the
central aim of this paper is to characterize those ﬁnitely cocomplete 
which are theories, in the sense of Gabriel and Ulmer, of varieties. In the
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next subsection we will refer to the diagram:
wherein the arrows labelled inc are inclusions, the usage of − is as in
Propositions 3.14 and 3.16, and the arrow labelled s is semL− =
CTN−op set. We have written − as at the end of 3.10 for the
full subcategory determined by the effective projectives and see it here as
the inverse of the biequivalence − ﬁssicoop−→colepcoop. Being a compos-
ite of biequivalences, s is a biequivalence.
4.4. The left triangle in the foreground commutes. Consider the square
in the foreground. For any category  with ﬁnite sums and splitting of idem-
potents, sem = LEXop set, which is equivalent to CTNop set =
semL via composition with Iop, by dualizing 2.1. Thus the square com-
mutes to within equivalence providing the formal connection between the
dualities of Gabriel and Ulmer and of Ada´mek and Rosicky´.
4.5. Theorem. An essentially small ﬁnitely cocomplete category  is
equivalent to the theory of a variety if and only if  has enough effective pro-
jectives. A colex functor between theories of varieties gives rise to an arrow of
varieties if and only if it sends projectives to projectives.
Proof. Consider the arrow s in the diagram of 4.3. For a category  in
colepcoop,
s = CTNop set  LEXop set  LEXop set
= sem
The ﬁrst displayed equivalence is given by composition with Iop, using the
dual of 2.1. The second equivalence uses Theorem 3.10. Thus to within
equivalence the quadrilateral formed by the inclusions and the biequiva-
lences sem and s commutes, showing that s is the restriction of Gabriel–
Ulmer duality.
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4.6. Theorem. The 2-category VAR is bireﬂective in LFP. For a locally
ﬁnitely presentable category LEXop set the enveloping is given by the
inclusion
LEXop set−→CTNop set
Proof. Refer to the diagram in 4.3 and consider the quadrilateral
formed by the inclusions, the duality sem and its biessential restriction
s. We have seen in 3.16 that the inclusion colep−→colex has a right
biadjoint. The duality −coop reverses the sense of biadjunctions. In
particular the cofully faithful counit Q −→ gives the fully faithful
unit LEXQop set LEXop set−→LEXop set, whose codomain is
equivalent to CTNop set by 2.1.
It seems useful here to comment further on the arrows of VAR. The
following builds on our personal communication with Aurelio Carboni.
4.7. Lemma. For any adjunction S  T  −→ in the 2-category of
categories:
(i) If T preserves ﬁltered colimits then S takes ﬁnitely presentables to
ﬁnitely presentables.
(ii) If T takes regular epimorphisms to regular epimorphisms then S
takes projectives to projectives.
(iii) If T preserves coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs then S takes effective
projectives to effective projectives.
Proof. In each case the proof is a simple calculation with adjoints. We
illustrate symbolically for (iii). Let K be an effective projective in  and
let L1−→−→L0−→L be a reﬂexive coequalizer in :
SKL1−→−→L0 −→ L
∼= KTL1−→−→TL0 −→ TL
∼= KTL1−→−→KTL0 −→ KTL
∼= SKL1−→−→SKL0 −→ SKL
4.8. Lemma. For any sem in LFP, if E in  is an effective projective
in  then E is an effective projective in sem.
Proof. Consider ﬁrst the Gabriel–Ulmer biequivalence thy LFP−→
colexcoop of 4.1. It is obvious that colexcoop admits cat powers, where
cat is the 2-category of categories (powers being what many authors call
cotensor products). It follows that LFP does too and that the biequiva-
lence thy, necessarily being a right biadjoint, preserves them. In other
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words, for any small category K, and any sem in LFP, the canonical
thysemK−→thysemK is an equivalence and simplifying we have
an equivalence thysemK ∼−→ K . (Compare with [A&P Theorem 1],
where it is remarked that this means ﬁnitely presentables in the functor
category semK are just ﬁnitely presentable-valued functors.) Now take
for K the category whose objects and generating arrows are s t 1−→←−−→ 0  r
and whose commutative diagrams are given by sr = 10 = tr. Evidently, an
object in semK is a reﬂexive graph in sem and such are ﬁltered col-
imits of reﬂexive graphs in . Consider now a reﬂexive graph L1 −→←−−→ L0
and assume that it is the colimit of a ﬁltered diagram I−→K whose value
at i is Ci1 −→←−−→ Ci0. We visualize this as the top half of the diagram below:
The two evaluation functors semK −→−→ sem preserve colimits so
that L1 is the colimit of the C
i
1 and L0 is the colimit of the C
i
0. If for each
i in I we form the coequalizer Ci of the reﬂexive graph Ci1 −→←−−→ Ci0 then
a ﬁltered diagram C− I−→ results which has a colimit (we may call it
L) in sem. The reader may wish to follow on the diagram. Our asser-
tion now is that L is also the coequalizer of the reﬂexive graph L1 −→←−−→ L0,
an instance of the Fubini theorem for colimits, or more prosaically
the fact that the colimit functor semI×K−→sem is given by both
semI×K−→semI−→sem and semI×K−→semK−→sem.
It follows that a functor which preserves ﬁltered colimits and the left col-
umn coequalizers also preserves the right column coequalizer. In particular,
if an object E in  is an effective projective in  then semE− pre-
serves the right column coequalizer, showing E to be effective projective
in sem.
4.9. Lemma. Let T  sem−→sem be an arrow in LFP with left
adjoint S, for  and  with splitting of idempotents. The following are
equivalent:
(i) S takes projectives to projectives;
(ii) S takes effective projectives in  to effective projectives in ;
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(iii) S takes effective projectives to effective projectives;
(iv) T preserves coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs;
(v) T takes regular epimorphisms to regular epimorphisms.
Proof. Before starting we note that since T is in LFP, S takes objects
of  to objects of  by (i) of Lemma 4.7 or simply from the review in
Section 4.1, wherein we call the resulting functor thyT  −→.
For (i) implies (ii) we must show that if S takes projectives to projec-
tives then thyT  restricts to a functor −→, but this is immediate from
Propositions 3.12 and 3.7 and Theorem 3.10.
For (ii) implies (iv) let V1−→−→V0−→V be a reﬂexive coequalizer in
sem. Then assuming (ii) each object D in  gives SD in  and by
Lemma 4.8, SD is effective projective in sem, for each D in . Thus
we have SD V1−→−→SD V0−→SD V  a coequalizer in set for each D
in . That is to say, DTV1−→−→DTV0−→DTV  is a coequalizer in
set for each D in . Again using Lemma 4.8, D− preserves reﬂexive
coequalizers for each D in  and since sem is a variety with ﬁnitely
presentable projectives given by , it follows that the D− collectively
reﬂect isomorphisms. But this last together with preservation of reﬂexive
coequalizers by the D− implies that they collectively reﬂect reﬂexive
coequalizers, so that V −→−→V0−→V is a coequalizer in sem.
Now (iv) implies (iii) is just (iii) of Lemma 4.7, (iv) implies (v) is obvi-
ous, and (v) implies (i) is (ii) of Lemma 4.7. To complete the proof
we need (iii) implies (ii). So take D in  (the effective projectives of
). By Lemma 4.8, D is an effective projective in sem, so assuming
(iii) says that semSD− preserves reﬂexive coequalizers. The inclu-
sion I  −→sem preserves all ﬁnite colimits, so its composite with
semSD−, namely semSD I−, preserves all reﬂexive coequaliz-
ers. By the opening remark of the proof, SD is in  and since I is fully
faithful SD− ∼= semSD I− preserves reﬂexive coequalizers. Thus
SD is effective projective in .
4.10. Theorem. An arrow T   −→	 in LFP between varieties is an
arrow in VAR if and only if it preserves coequalizers of reﬂexive graphs.
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